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FOREWORD 

The enclosed work is based upon our previous research 
during this fiscal year, contained in "Construction of 
Energy Conservation Scenarios: Interim Report of Work in 
Progress", LBL 7834, June 1978. The focus of our current 
work was determined in consultation with the Director and 
staff of the Conservation and Advanced Energy Systems Pol
icy Office, DOE, following their review of our interim 
report. At that point we agreed on several guidelines for 
our subsequent work: 

1. Take a wholistic view of energy conservation poli
cies by describing the overall system in which they 
are implemented; 
2. Provide analytical tools and sufficiently disag
gregated data bases that can be adapted to anwer a 
variety of questions by the users; 
3. Identify and discuss some of the important issuei 
behind successful energy conservation policy; 
4. Develop an energy conservation policy in depth. 

In addition to these guidelines, we selected five 
subjects to investigate. 

1. Recycling: an analysis of the energy, economic, 
and environmental tradeoffs between landfill and com
bined programs of resource recovery and energy gen
eration from waste. 
2. Industrial Decision-Making: a methodology to 
identify potential barriers to energy conservation by 
analyzing how a conservation measure's attributes 
interact with the characteristics of an industrial 
subsector. 
3. Recreational Travel: information strategies to 
effect a modal shift to public transit for the 
recreational trip. 
4. Residential and Commercial Buildings: an examina
tion of court cases against new energy efficient 
building codes and suggestions for avoiding future 
litigation. 
5. End Use Energy Conservation Data Base: completion 
of energy conservation scenarios by calculating the 
energy conservation potential of specific measures 
applicable to particular end uses. 

Our current work results from the application of the 
overall guidelines to the above subjects. For example, we 
have described the system in which each policy or issue is 
set by the use of flowcharts and accompanying text. In 
some cases, the flowchart describes a physical activity 
(constructing buildings or recycling waste materials). In 
other cases, it describes a decision-making process 
(industrial investment or transportation modal choice). 
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We have provided disaggregated quantitative data wherever 
they are relevant--recycling, recreational travel, indus
trial decision-making, and the end use scenarios. We have 
discussed several policy issues for which these data are 
relevant: 

1. What are the tradeoffs between landfill and com
bined resource recovery-garbage to energy programs. 
2. What are the stated and underlying causes of law 
suits against building codes. 
3. How can the present modal distribution that is 
heavily weighted toward the automobile be shifted to 
public transit for the recreational trip. 
4. What are the conditions that present barriers to 
energy conservation investment in the industrial sec
tor. 

In the case of recreational travel, we have developed 
a specific policy to link national parks with public tran
sit. 

Our results for each of the five subjects are bound 
separately; the subjects do not readily lend themselves to 
integration and the DOE staff did not think it would be 
useful to attempt one. We have issued a separate summary 
volume for those who want an overview of all the subjects 
investigated. 

. . 
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OVERVIEW 

Energy consumed for recreational travel is an important 
component of total transportation energy consumption. This 
report contains the design of a specific policy that 
addresses energy conservation in recreational travel. The 
policy is denoted as an "Information System for the National 
Park Service." This work is based on our prior examination 
of the characteristics of the recreational trip and 
decision-making for the recreational experience. The exami
nation revealed which aspects of the recreational travel 
system needed to be addressed to encourage energy-efficient 
modal decisions for recreational travel. 

This policy is briefly described in 
"Summary of Initiative." A more detailed 
policy follows. The material which led to 

mation is developed in Section 2: 

Section 1, the 
discussion of the 
the policy's for-

-Importance and Impact of the Recreational Trip 
-Weekend Travel 
-The Flowchart: Decision-Making for the Recreational 
Experience 
-Policy Development for Phase 1 "Planning the Trip" 
-Objectives and Strategies for "Planning the Trip". 
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SECTION 1: INFORMATION SYSTEMS TO PROMOTE 
ENERGY EFFICIENT RECREATIONAL TRAVEL 

I. SUMMARY OF INITIATIVE 

INITIATIVE AREA: Recreational Transportation 

TITLE: An Information System to Link Recreation/Transit 
Information 

TIME PERIOD: Short Term (78-85) 

PROBLEM: Recreational travel could account for between 15-30 
percent of all personal automobile use; until recently, 
there has been no policy addressing this trip type. The 
automobile is the preferred mode for recreational use on 
weekend trips, but its use has been declining slightly since 
1972. The use of buses and trains has increased, though 
they still account for only 5 percent of weekend trips. The 
problem is how to facilitate a modal shift to a more effi
cient means of transportation to, from and within the 
recreational area. 

An examination of the traveler's decision-making pro
cess reveals that information is one of the weak links in 
the modal choice decision. Information on recreational 
areas is biased towards the auto. Transit information 
reaches the travele.r too late to influence his/her modal 
decision; it does not promote the "fun" aspect of the 
recreation trip, but merely gives routes, schedules and 
fares. An improvement is needed in the focus and timing of 
information so that recreational transit becomes a "real 
choice". Congress has just recently passed legislation, 
P.L. 95-344, mandating that the National Park s~rvice (NPS) 
consider problems of access to, from and within the parks, 
particularly for non-auto modes. Included in the mandate is 
the authorization for an information program. 

INITIATIVE DESCRIPTION: The information system we have 
designed has three major components whose administrative 
responsibility lies with the NPS. They are 1) an inquiry 
and response system with a toll-free 800 telephone number, 
mail-in service and walk-in centers; 2) brochures and pam
phlets designed to promote recreational transit and 3) media 
campaigns to appeal to specific market segments most amen
able to transit. 

The objectives of the information system are a) to 
create and/or strengthen the links between transit informa
tion and that of other recreational sources; b) to design a 
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centralized information system and c) to str~ss the recrea
tional potential of transit trips. 

END USE AFFECTED: Recreational Transportation 

MAJOR BENEFITS AND IMPACTS: 
1. Decrease gasoline consumed by automobiles for 
recreational purposes. 
2. Provide improved access to recreational areas for 
transit-dependent populations. 
3. Decrease congestion on recreational access routes. 
4. Preserve the environmental integrity of natural 
areas by decreasing parking lot requirements and abat
ing air pollution. 

Energy Impacts: The energy impacts are difficult to 
ascertain for two reasons. First, the base data on 
transportation for recreational purposes are presently 
unavailable in enough specificity to evaluate energy 
consumption. Within park boundaries, no figures exist 
concerning daily miles travelled per vehicle type. 
Transportation studies similar to those presently being 
conducted in Yellowstone could reveal, fQr example, how 
much energy would be saved if 50 percent of in-park 
recreational vehicle miles were travelled by shuttle 
instead. Secondly, it is difficult to predict the 
modal shift resulting directly from the information 
system. 

IMPLEMENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION: 
Steps 
Initiate PLANNING PROCESS to bring together actors from the 
public and private spheres to develop transportation alter
natives and design an information system. 
Develop guidelines to carry out P.L. 95-344. 
Conduct transportation studies and public hearings concern
ing both transportation and the information system. 
Hire staff with expertise in transportation. 
Note: This process will be constrained by Congressional 
appropriations. 
~Actors: Congress, NPS (at national, regional, and local 
levels), park concessionaires, local transit authorities, 
private transportation companies and the public. 

Develop the STRUCTURE of the INFORMATION SYSTEM. 
Facilitate interchange between concerned actors to work out 
the particular structure for the system. 
Design media programs and brochures. 
Hire staff with experience in marketing, publicity, media, 
community relations, graphics, etc. 
Note: Initial information will address existing transit 
options. As transportation plans are finalized, information 
will be updated. 
~Actors: Same as above 

: 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF CENTRALIZED SYSTEM with final responsibil
ity for coordination lying with the NPS. Staff will be 
needed on a permanent and seasonal basis to respond to 
requests. 
~ Actors: NPS 

MONITORING AND EVALUATION of information system. Continual 
feedback will be necessary as well as formal review. 
~ Actors: NPS 

BARRIERS AND OPPOSITION: The key to implementation will be 
the cooperation among the groups involved. For this reason, 
it is essential to involve all actors early in the planning 
process. The designation of a single information center 
will require an agreement among the agencies presently dis
tributing information and possibly a transfer of funds. 
Transit authorities may not be anxious to join in and take 
additional responsibilities. 

Transit dependent population groups-particularly the 
elderly and the disabled -for whom services are designed, 
will be quite supportive. General taxpayers may not ini
tially appreciate the inconveniences to recreational auto 
travel that might result from transit policies (e.i. funds 
being channeled to transit rather than to additional parking 
lots.) 

COST: The breakdown of costs is somewhat open-ended. P.L. 
95-344 authorizes $1 million for fiscal year 1979; $2 mil
lion for fiscal year 1980; and $3 million for fiscal year 
1981. The actual funds available depend upon Congressional 
appropriation, and obviously not all of the appropriated 
monies will go to the information program. The level of 
service offered by the system can vary to take advantage of 
any available funds. Not all support need come from 
Congress; some could be provided by park concessionaires and 
transit authorities, possibly in the form of in-kind ser
vices, such as brochures and staff. 
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II. AN INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

A. THE INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

Our analysis of the flowchart, Figure 2, revealed that 
transit information needs to be injected early into the 
planning process, but this is complicated by the sources of 
information on recreational areas and transit services. The 
many institutions involved and the diversity of their 
responsibilities make policies for recreational travel dif
ficult to effectuate. The problem is not simply a lack of 
coordination among many different groups but the absence of 
an institutional mechanism to bring various actors together 
and help them adopt to changing conditions. Without this 
institutional focus, the interactions between transit and 
recreational agencies have been haphazard and contradictory. 
Consequently, policy development for recreational travel 
fell between the cracks. Although a component of both 
recreation and transportation, neither industry took respon
sibility for recreational travel. Very recently, however, 
Congress has taken the first step toward changing this 
situation, with the passage of P.L. 95-344. This legisla
tion gives formal authority to the National Park Service to 
develop strategies for recreational travel to natural, 
scenic, historic, and park areas. Although theoretically 
the policy developed below could be implemented by a number 
of agencies including DOE, the policy is couched primarily 
in terms of NPS's role because of this recent legislation. 
DOE'S role is discussed later in the section after the major 
structure of the policy has been delineated. 

1. The National Park Service: Previous Mandate 

In the past, the purpose of the National Park Service 
(NPS) was to preserve resources rather than to bring people 
into park areas. In 1972, there was a slight change in the 
NPS's mandate as Congress passed legislation (P.L.92-589) 
establishing the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and 
the Gateway National Recreation Area - the largest national 
parks situated near major metropolitan centers (San Fran
cisco and New York). This law recognized the need for parks 
proximate to urban residents, many of whom did not have 
access to automobiles. It also mandated a study on the 
transportation needs of park visitors. 

In the San Francisco Bay area, NPS and local transit 
authorities worked together on a demonstration project for 
recreational travel: on weekends, established bus service 
was extended to a few points within the Golden Gate 
National Recreational Area. A demonstration grant from the 
NPS subsidized the weekend extension the first year. This 
service was successful in attracting ridership and 
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widespread public support, particularly among transit
dependent population .such as the elderly. Given the initial 
popularity of the project, the subsidy was continued the 
following year by the local transit districts, in the hope 
of eventually obtaining additional funds from NPS. An 
extensive study on travel alternatives to the Golden Gate 
National Recreational Area recommended that NPS continue to 
share in the responsibility of transporting people to, from, 
and within the park. 

However, the NPS was constrained by the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB). The OMB Head Examiner for the 
NPS budget stated that the Park Service had neither the 
responsibility nor the right to carry people any distance to 
its recreational areas (Golden Gate Recreational Travel 
Study Staff Report 4, 1976: 25-26). 

2. Recent Developments: P.L. 95-344 

On August 15, 1978, Congress passed P.L. 95-344, legis
lation authorizing the NPS to formulate transporation plans 
and implement transportation programs. The purpose of this 
act is to encourage access to recreational areas in a manner 
consistent with the two goals of park preservation and 
energy conservation - i.e. to support modes other than the 
private automobile for access to and within national parks. 
For the first time, that NPS has the authority and the fund
ing to deal with issues outside park boundaries - in partic
ular, transportation to the parks. 

Under the act, NPS is authorized to: contract with pub
lic or private agencies or carriers to provide transporta
tion services; operate such services directly in the absence 
of suitable agencies and carriers; acquire by purchase, 
lease, or agreement the capital equipment necessary for such 
services; establish information programs to notify the pub
lic of alternative travel modes to national parks. 

P.L. 95-344 represents an important first step in the 
development of a national policy for recreational travel. 
NPS has hired transportation planners and is formulating 
strategies to implement its legislative mandate. Discus
sions with NPS personnel indicate that there are three 
potential areas of application for these new policies 
(Bowser, 9/8/78): 

-for park sites which are limited in space, and where 
NPS can no longer take land to accommodate automobiles; 
the use of these facilities is becoming more and more 
transit-dependent. 
-for park sites to which access roads are severely 
congested. 
-for the population in general and for specific groups 
in particular, i.e. the transit-dependent. The long 
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range effort will be directed to the general popula
tion, which has lost its "transit sophistication." 

B. INFORMATION PROGRAMS 

Presently, it is actually possible to reach certain 
national parks and to travel within them by transit. The 
problem is that most people are not aware of these transit 
systems and would not be so unless they actively sought the 
information. Much information is currently available, but 
it reaches the recreationist only if s/he specifically asks 
for it. NPS recognizes the deficiencies in its publicity 
and outreach network, but is still not sure how much of the 
new monies could be spent on promotion. 

The information system is a crucial component of any 
recreational travel policy which NPS should not overlook or 
treat scantily. The most innovative and energy-conserving 
transportation system will be neglected and/or underutilized 
if ~ecreational travellers are not made aware of and 
encouraged to use it. A strong information system support
ing transit would protect the natural and scenic qualities 
of the parks by discouraging automobile traffic. 

Although the following strategies are directed at the 
NPS, we wish to emphasize that this agency is only one of 
many involved actors. The NPS will have to work in partner
ship with other federal agencies (such as DOT or DOE) as 
well as with the private sector. Issues related to recrea
tional travel fall within the responsibility of various 
actors, and NPS can not be expected to solve single
handedly all recreational travel problems. 

1. Underlying Principles 

The construction and analysis of the flowchart has 
revealed certain principles and concepts which should inform 
the design of an information system: 

-Inject transit information early in the planning pro
cess. 
-Reduce the number of information sources for the 
recreationist to contact. 
-Include data relevant to all decisions the recreation
ist must make. 
-Utilize existing information programs of transit and 
recreation agencies. 
-Use a variety of promotional methods and information 
formats to meet the needs of the various market seg
ments. 
-Consult the operating staff in the design of the sys
tem. 

: 
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2. Major Components 

In the context of the above discussion, we suggest 
three components for the NPS to develop in its initial 
information dissemination program: inquiry and response sys
tem; brochures and pamphlets; media campaigns. 

C. INQUIRY AND RESPONSE SYSTEM 

The inquiry and response system is the more general, 
overall mechanism to centralize the multiple sources of 
recreational and transit information. Its operation would 
include some of the components mentioned above, such as bro
chures and pamphlets. A variety of promotional techniques, 
including handouts, TV and radio publicity, speaker pro
grams, etc., will be necessary to make people aware of the 
system and to prompt initial inquiries. 

1. Design of Service 

The NPS should develop a telephone and mail service 
which disseminates information on the park areas. The sys
tem would be organized around a core of pre-packaged materi
als describing the requested recreational area and transit 
access. Materials would be mailed to requesters, with 
specific questions answered directly. 

a) The NPS should organize a teleohone service, con
sisting of a toll-free 800 number, preferably an acronym 
such as FUNTRIP. The service should include regional opera
tors for specific parks or groupings of parks. These staff 
people would be very familiar with the parks services and 
could respond to individual travel and recreational con
cerns. They would supplement the pre-packaged, ·hard-copy 
material previously sent in the mail and provide current 
information on weather, special activities, etc. 

b) The NPS should organize a~ service, consisting 
of a pre-printed card, which might be postage paid. Such 
cards would have blanks for name, address, recreation area, 
travel constraints and requirements and special information. 
The toll-free number (see "a" above) would also be 
displayed. Cards could be included in travel magazines, 
Sunday newspapers, newsletters, etc. They could also be 
available in public places, such as post offices, libraries, 
and supermarkets (Economic Research Associates 1975:141). 
This does not mean that NPS would discourage independent 
written inquires; the pre-printed card would simply facili
tate handling and response. 

c) Finally, the NPS should provide ~-in 
each park, for example, a visitors' center. 

service at 
The center 
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should emphasize transit as the logical and pleasant choice 
for travel to, from and within the park; however, the ser
vice should also recognize the information needs of non
transit travellers. Graphic displays on transit should be 
prominently displayed, easy to read, and up-to-date, with 
easy directions to transit stops. 

2. Organization and Coordination 

The NPS would have direct responsibility for developing 
the system and for providing full time and seasonal staff. 
If the NPS publicizes services provided by park conces
sionaires, then the latter should also help support the 
information system, either financially or with personnel. 

Since the NPS anticipates using existing transit ser
vices as much as possible (Bowser at NPS, 9/1/78), the 
agency will have to include local transit authorities when 
designing the information system. Their input should con
sist primarily of route and scheduling details, rather than 
funds. It is probable that at least some of the money 
necessary, for example, to extend transit service, could 
come from the funds appropriated under P.L. 95-344. How
ever, transit authorities might be able to donate some staff 
time to the information system. It is also likely that NPS 
will need to involve private companies, such as Greyhound in 
the design of the information system. In the Bay area, six 
public and private transit operators have formed an institu
tional mechanism, the Regional Transit Association of the 
Bay Area, that is already beginning to focus on off-peak 
travel, which includes recreation. The NPS should tap into 
this and similar organizations, since an effective informa
tion system will necessarily require a cooperative effort on 
the part of many actors (Mills at AC Transit, 9/25/78). 

The NPS should not design its inquiry and response sys
tem without consulting the concerned parties. One organiza
tion or agency could potentially work against the whole sys
tem or not cooperate in coordinating services if they felt 
inadequately represented. For example, the current antagon
ism between the NPS and certain park concessionaires forces 
recreationists to go to two separate agencies to obtain 
information about a specific park. 

The staff of the information system must be committed 
to the idea of utilizing transit in order to communicate 
this idea effectively to the public. This is a critical 
factor with the telephone staff in particular, who will have 
contact with recreationists when their plans are most fluid. 
Their ability to promote transit might prove to be a crucial 
variable in the success of the program. 
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D. BROCHURES AND PAMPHLETS 

1. Design of Service 

Brochures and other printed matter are a critical com
ponent of any information system. Those recreationists 
interviewed in a Golden Gate Recreational Travel Study 
stated that they do read brochures and seek them out 
actively (Economic Research Associates 1975:140). 

All NPS mailings should include a pamphlet or brochure 
with transit information. Most NPS printed material now 
consists solely of on-site maps, historical information, 
points of interest, etc. The NPS currently provides transit 
information only if it is specifically requested. (The pri
mary exception to this are the materials provided by the 
Golden Gate Recreational Area, which notify people about 
transit possibilities.) Instead, it should be available as 
part of the standard "package". Transit information should 
be prominently displayed, extremely specific, and up-to
date. Routes, departure and arrival points, time schedules, 
fares, and telephone numbers are the minimum information 
necessary. The brochures should also inform the public of 
any on-site transit (e.g. park shuttle) and how it links 
with access transit. 

b) Transit information should also be included with 
campsites and lodging information. People who car-camp are 
not likely to switch; however, park visitors using NPS 
accommodations might not need their automobiles. NPS should 
encourage recreationists to consider taking transit by: 

-stressing the negative aspects of automobile travel, 
such as crowded access roads, lack of parking, environ
mental impacts, hazardous road conditions, etc. 
-making transit and lodging part of an inclusive "pack
age deal", a practice common in the private recrea
tional sector (DeBell at MCA, 9/8/78). 

c) These brochures should also supply as much informa
tion as possible about the site, so recreationists will not 
feel compelled to maximize their flexibility by traveling in 
an auto. Necessary details include: 

-weather and topographic conditions, so recreationists 
can bring and wear appropriate shoes and clothing. 
-availability of food and beverage outlets, toilets, 
cooking facilities, showers, lockers, etc. 
-availability of rental equipment, such as bicycles, 
boats, roller skates, etc. 
-park rules and restrictions. 

d) Information should be presented in a visually pleas
ing graphic format. Color pictures are an essential com
ponent. The cover will influence whether the brochure is 
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picked up. References to busses, either in the cover pic
ture or the title, will deter the dissemination of The bro
chure (Economic Research Associates 1975: 140-141). Within 
the brochure, transit schedules should be highlighted in a 
box, for easy identification by the recreationist. 

e) On-site materials may need another format to per
suade visitors to pick it up. For example, at Yosemite, 
MCA, the concessionaire, and NPS disseminate information 
about the park very effectively in a newspaper format. 
Transit information should again be highlighted visually 
(e.g. boxed). 

2. Organization and Coordination 

The NPS would have direct responsibility for developing 
and distributing the promotional material. Local transit 
agencies would have input on routing and scheduling. The 
particular arrangement with the concessionaires would need 
to be determined. In any event, the NPS should require that 
transit information be prominently displayed in any promo
tional material for the park. 

Distribution should go beyond responding to requests. 
An aggressive and personalized outreach program is also 
desirable. This might include direct mailings to community 
and neighborhood organizations, environmental and conserva
tion groups, recreational equipment outlets, county and mun
icipal governments, etc. 

The NPS will have to increase their coordination with 
transit agencies, common carriers, and other actors in the 
recreational sector. Local staffs will probably have to 
retain a transportation planner to act as a liaison. This 
will not be necessary for every national park, since transit 
access is not a feasible modal alternative to all sites. 
However, a transportation planner will probably be needed 
at: 

-the most heavily visited parks, where air pollution 
and traffic congestion are severe; 
-parks proximate to major metropolitan areas (e.g. 
within a 100-200 mile radius); 
-parks most attractive to transit-dependent popula
tions, such as the elderly (e.g. historical sites vs. 
wilderness areas). 
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E. MEDIA CAMPAIGNS 

1. Design of Service 

The promotional techniques utilized by the NPS should 
take advantage of the predominance of personal communica
tions between friends for ~nformation on both recreational 
areas and transit. Impersonal sources may make people aware 

of alternatives but do not generally prompt changes in 
behavior. Additionally, the NPS's campaign should recognize 
the tendency for peer-groups of similar ages and/or in
terests and activity patterns to travel together. A variety 
of media campaigns, suggested below, would meet these 
diverse requirements. 

a) The NPS's information system should create an image 
for transit to and in the parks. It should publicize a ~ 
with which the public could become familiar. The logo 
should prevail throughout the park system and be displayed 
on brochures, posters, busses, busstops, etc. The symbol 
would identified with a pleasant and reliable transit sys
tem. 

b) ~ sneakers bureau would orient specific market 
segments to recreational transit. Speakers are an effective 
promotional technique because they can directly answer 
spur-of-the-moment or unusual questions. They can also 
encourage citizen participation in the design and evaluation 
of services. The NPS should target this program to those 
groups most likely to utilize transit, such as the elderly 
or conservation organizations. 

c) NPS's information system should prepare media 
releases to promote articles in local newspapers, particu
larly the Sunday travel section and in travel magazines, on 
recreational transit developments and opportunities. These 
articles would incorporate transit details, such as routes 
and time schedules, in their description of specific recrea
tional areas. The 800 telephone number and a copy of the 
inquiry card should also be included. 

Such articles would be particularly valuable if they 
focussed on the transit mode itself as a rationale to go to 
a particular area. The publicity for doubledecker busses 
and cable cars has brought people to London and San Fran
cisco for many years. These transportation systems have 
become synonymous with the place. The media articles should 

stress the benefits of the transit system-the "fun" aspects 
of the trip, not worrying about parking and congestion, 
social camaraderie--over its mere presence. 

d) Many people now frequently use ~ t~lephone ~ as 
a source of information for trip planning, as local transit 
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information is already available in the yellow pages. NPS 
should take advantage of this existing information conduit 
by inserting a map displaying transit possibilities to 
national parks located within 100-200 miles of urban areas 
(e.g. the transit map to Yosemite would be displayed in the 
San Francisco and Los Angeles telephone Books). The 800 
telephone number for national information should be listed 
on the maps as well as in appropriate spots throughout the 
"white" and "yellow" pages. The inquiry card itself could 
be on the inside cover of the telephone book with perfora
tions allowing it to be torn out. The cover of the tele
phone book in appropriately situated cities could also 
highlight park transit. 

e) People can presently obtain information on the con
dition of sites, for example through~ snQ ~ reoorts, 
on the telephone and radio. These messages could include 
transit information as well, added briefly at the end. 
Ideally, the telephone and radio messages should mention 
frequency of service and routes, but if time is limited, the 
800 telephone number would suffice. 

2. Organization and Coordination 

The media campaign is a component of the overall infor
mation system; the NPS should integrate the three components 
discussed in this section to realize cost savings in person
nel, promotion, and miscellaneous expenses. Since the NPS's 
previous orientation has been somewhat narrow, the agency 
should commit itself fully to its new mandate by devoting 
staff time directly to the information program. This may 
involve retaining full-time personnel, who are responsible 
for and have expertise in the agency's information program. 
Staff need to be aggressive enough to contact and solicit 
the cooperation of a wide variety of actors, many of whom 
have had no prior experience or interest in either recrea
tional or transit issues. People well versed in marketing 
with extensive media experience might well supplement 
present NPS staff. Other areas of expertise will incluoe 
graphic design, advertising, communications, and public 
relations. Staff requirements will include but not be lim
ited to: 

-developing a logo and design campaign. 
-coordinating information programs with 
recreation/transit personnel. This would include gen
eral orientation for management and operations person
nel. 
-selecting promotional criteria based upon market seg
ment requirements. 
-contacting community groups and coordinating with the 
speakers' bureau. 
-preparing media news releases on recreation transit 
opportunties. 
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-establishing a distribution system for new recreation 
transit materials. 

F. ENERGY IMPACTS 

The policy's estimated savings are difficult to assess 
for two reasons. First, the base data on transportation for 
recreational purposes are presently unavailable in enough 
specificity to evaluate energy consumption. Within park 
boundaries, no figures exist concerning daily miles 
travelled per vehicle type. Transportation studies similar 
to those presently being con~ucted in Yellowstone could 
reveal, for eiample, how much energy would be saved if 50 
percent of in-park recreational vehicle miles were travelled 
by shuttle instead. Secondly, it is difficult,to predict 
the modal shift resulting directly from the information sys
tem. 

In the short run, this policy could result in increased 
consumption of energy for recreational travel. At present, 
the energy devoted to recreational travel represents pri
marily that used by those with access to private vehicles. 
Encouraging people to ride transit to national parks wiil 
result in greater energy use, but not in personal automobile 
consumption of gasoline. It is personal consumption that is 
addressed by this policy. 

The short-run increase in energy consumption reflects 
the enhanced accessibility of recreational areas to those 
who are transit-dependent. If these "new" recreationists 
use an energy-efficient mode, then the NPS is still within 
its mandate of increasing access to parks in a manner that 
is both energy-conserving and park-preserving. To decrease 
total recreational travel energy, a modal shift from the 
automobile to public transit must also occur; this is a 
long-run goal of this recreational transportation policy. 

To reach this goal, DOE must help develop a system that 
is a workable alternative to the automobile. Initially, 
policy-makers should appeal to the transit-dependent in 
order to secure ridership and establish the system. In 
time, as transit becomes a standard feature in recreational 
areas, automobile travellers may be tempted to leave their 
cars at home. For example, Yosemite's Maste~ Plan could not 
suggest removing "day-tripping" automobiles from the Yosem
ite valley unless a shuttle service had been shown to be 
viable. 

In the short run, DOE should concentrate its efforts in 
two areas: efficient transit vehicles and on-site travel. 
As NPS acuqires buses, DOE can suggest the most efficient 
vehicles and, in conjunction with DOT, might even support 
the design of such vehicles. Secondly, it is probably 
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out of their cars for on-site day 
might find it simpler to collect 
trips and to determine if energy is 

G. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S ROLE 

Although it is not within the direct mandate of DOE to 
undertake transportation planning for the national parks, 
the agency has a number of potential roles regarding this 
policy. 

1. Supplement NPS Funding and Analysis of Park Tran
sportation 

The transportation surveys currently being conducted by 
NPS may not reveal enough information on energy cnnsumption 
for DOE to evaluate alternative transportation plans. The 
scope of the surveys ought to include the particular vehcile 
types, vehicle-miles travelled by vehicle type each day, 
occupancy per vehicle type, etc. This would enable policy
makers to compar~ modal choices and encourage energy
conserving modes where they would result in the greatest 
savings. This is particularly critical for on-site travel 
to specific, heavily-used destinaions. DOE's support in 
this area would free monies from the NPS's transportation 
surveys into the information system, a critical element for 
a successful modal redistribution. 

2. Coordinate the Informaton System, in particular 
the Toll-Free Telephone Number 

DOE's Solar Division operates a toll-free .800 number 
for public information on solar energy. This experience 
might be directly transferable to the information system for 
recreational transit. Another possibility is to initiate a 
system similar to the Agriculture Department's experiment in 
Kentucky which enables farmers to connect their televisions 
into a computerized "green thumb box" to obtain w~ather 

information. 

3. Develop Public Relations Material on Recreational 
Transit 

Involvement by DOE would ensure that the bias of the 
NPS or other involved agencies does not dominate materials. 
In addition, the NPS may not feel comfortable taking on a 
promotional role, since the agency may interpret such 
actions as more suitable to a chamber of commerce or similar 
organization. 
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4. Initiate a Demonstration Project for Recreational 
Transit to Determine Energy Savings 

A demonstration project would generate "real world" 
information and would indicate whether or not energy could 
be conserved. A useful project might be focused on a par
ticular weekend trip, with a specific destination and few 
on-site transportation requirements. The ski trip fits this 
description, since the automoile plays a limited role in the 
actual recreational experience. Both access and on-site 
transportaton occur at predictable hours; recreationists 
travel with a standard set of equipment; and accommodations 
are usually centralized and located near the site. 

5. Advise NPS in its Acquisition of Vehicles 

DOE may be able to suggest and design the most energy
efficient vehicles. 

SECTION 2: RECREATIONAL TRAVEL 
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE AND INDIVIDUAL DECISION-MAKING 

I. IMPORTANCE AND IMPACT OF THE RECREATIONAL TRIP 

A. GROWTH OF RECREATIONAL TRAVEL 

In the United States, decision-makers have often not 
recognized the importance of recreation as a policy issue. 
Leisure and recreation are equated with "free time" as 
opposed to the more meaningful activity, work. (Senate Sub-
committee on Foreign Commerce and Tourism 1974:39). Prob-
lems related to recreation are ofteri considered of secondary 
importance, to be dealt with only when more pressing con
cerns are resolved. 

On a national level, leisure-related activities have 
developed into an industry of economic importance. In 1972, 
expenditures for travelling to,from and engaging in recrea
tional activity approached $61 . billion and provided four 
million jobs. According to the National Tourism Resources 
Review Commission, leisure and recreation will be a $127 
billion industry by 1980 (Senate Subcommittee on Foreign 
Commerce and Tourism 1974:22). 

An important factor in leisure time is travel not 
only in terms of going to and from recreational areas but 
also as a form of recreation itself. For many people, 
recreation means travel. According to the 19J2 National 
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Travel Survey, persons from two out of three U.S. households 
took a trip (hereafter defined as being 100 or more miles 
from home, one way) during the year. Some travel~ed for 
business or personal reasons, but almost 54% of the trips 
(about 127 million) were devoted to visiting friends and 
relatives, entertainment, sightseeing, and outdoor recrea
tion. (Preliminary data from 1977 National Travel Survey, 
First Quarter, seem to support these findings). Surveys 
indicate that 72% of all vacationers travel primarily to 
sightsee (National Advertising Company 1972:1), while 77% 
will indulge in "impulse" travel: taking sidetrips to visit 
places and do things not on the original itinerary, such as 
a scenic drive or an historic site. (National Advertising 
Company 1970:2). 

Recreational travel is likely to increase in the 
future. Between 1972 and 1974, despite the Arab oil 
embargo, the number of trips for pleasure rose by over 37 
million, a jump of 30%. (1972 and 1974 National Travel Sur
veys). Now and in the future, recreationists are likely to 
travel to non-urban areas, such as seashores. This is evi
dent from such recent data as the increase in the number of 
visits to national park areas (up 12% between 1975-76; see 
Goeldner 1977) and in the number of sales of recreational 
vehicles (an increase of almost 60% between 1970-73; Motor 
Vehicle Manufacturers Assoc. 1977:15). A general lack of 
adequate urban park and recreational facilities also 
encourages people to use remote public and private recrea
tional sites (Gold 1977:173). 

B. THE AUTOMOBILE AS THE PREFERRED MODE OF TRAVEL 

On most of these leisure trips, the automobile is the 
preferred mode of travel: the 1977 National Travel Survey 
shows that 81% of all trips were made by automobile. For 
some trips such as skiing, 90% of all participants arrive by 
car (Booz, Allen & Hamilton 1974:27). Such dependence on 
the car for pleasure travel has diverse and serious impacts: 
growing levels of air pollution and traffic congestion in 
both cities and more remote recreational areas; environmen
tal stress, and for some, diminished quality of the onsite 
recreational experience; and consumption of land and money 
for the development and maintenance of circulation systems 
and parking facilities (Gold 1977:173). 

Finally, leisure travel contributes significantly to 
the consumption of gasoline. Although estimates are very 
scarce (and not consistent in their definitions of recrea
tional travel), data seem to indicate that recreational 
travel could account for between 15-30% of all personal 
(non-commercial) automobile use (Shimazu at CalTrans, 
2/23/78; Gold 1976:174). Nationwide in 1975, personal 
passenger vehicles consumed between 11.5 and 22.9 billion 
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gallons of gasoline in recreational travel; or between 103 
and 205 gallons per personal registered vehicle (Department 
of Transportation 1977:84). 

C. LACK OF POLICY FOR RECREATIONAL TRAVEL 

Despite the importance of pleasure trips in terms of 
economic impact, individual lifestyles and expenditures, 
congestion and pollution in outdoor areas, and fuel consump
tion, there are virtually no policies developed specifically 
for recreational travel. A survey of state and local 
recreational plans, published after the Arab oil embargo, 
indicates that none of them mentions the relationship 
between energy conservation and outdoor recreation (Gold 
1978:114). Public agencies tend to plan, develop, and main
tain transportation networks to accommodate the commercial 
transport and the commute trip (Golden Gate Recreational 
Travel Study, September 1975:5). Yet these networks must 
also serve other travel needs, which they do with varying 
degrees of effectiveness. On many statewide highway sys
tems, weekend peak hourly volumes are two or three times as 
heavy as weekday volumes (Wolfe 1967:1) Recreational 
travel, on top of demands for non-recreational trip pur
poses, creates weekend peakloads that cause congestion, 
delay, and excessive energy consumption (Mehra 1975:3; Gol
den Gate R~creational Travel Study 1976:73). 

Transit companies also do not formulate policy for 
recreational travel, feeling that their first priority is to 
operate for commuters and shoppers (Golden Gate Recreational 
Travel Study September 1975:6). On holidays and weekends, 
most simply run fewer buses to the downtown and rarely con
sider the kinds of modifications necessary to encourage 
recreational travel, such as different travel routes, facil
ities, service frequencies, or fare structures (Bradburn, 
7/27/78). They seem to have neither the time, money, nor 
staff to be concerned (Mills at AC Transit 8/15/78). Once 
again, recreational transit remains in the hands of private 
operators who run tours and charters with apparent success, 
despite the American habit of using the automobile for 
recreational travel (Golden Gate Recreational Study 1974:A-
1 4 ) • 

D. IMPORTANCE OF THE RECREATIONAL TRIP IN TRANSPORTA
TION POLICY 

The above material suggests that recreational travel is 
a target worthy of energy cons~rvation policy. It is 
unlikely that transportation energy problems can be resolved 
by concentrating solely on the work trip, currently the 
national policy. Even if policy does manage to lessen 
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energy consumed in the work trip, the automobile would still 
remain the important mode for all recreational trips. Con
sequently, public policy should also be designed to reduce 
the American population's dependence on the automobile for 
leisure trips and to conserve some additional transportation 
energy. 

E. FOCUS OF POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

One of the strategies a successful policy can follow is 
to encourage actions which people might well take even in 
the absence of any policy at all. During the fuel embargo 
of 1973-74, Americans did not cut down on the number of lei
sure trips they took. However, they did change the pattern 
of their recreational travel by: 

1) travelling shorter distances for recreation 
(546 vs. 594 miles). 

2) tak~ng trips of somewhat longer duration 
(2.24 vs. 2.10 nights). 

3) traveling in larger groups 
(2.42 vs. 2.28 persons). 

4) combining business and pleasure trips. 
5) using buses and trains for recreational travel 

(U.S. Travel Data Center 1975:3). 
The overall rise in the use of these common carriers was 
achieved at the expense of the airplane as well as the auto
mobile (U.S. Travel Data Center 1975:4) and was evident in 

business as well as recreational travel (U.S. Travel Data 
Center 1975:14). 

In this chapter, we shall focus on policies which 
encourage use of common carriers, such as bus or rail, for 
recreational travel. The rationale is severalfold. Despite 
the general lack of data on leisure travel, some research is 
available on the use of transit for recreational purposes. 
Secondly, supporting recreational transit seems to involve 
fewer problems in terms of implementation and, possibly, 
cost because it amounts to a more diversified use of an 
existing investment. Thirdly, an emphasis on public transit 
enables population groups without access to automobiles more 
opportunities for enjoying recreational experiences. 

It is not practical to assume that government policy 
will be able to affect all or even a majority of pleasure 
trips in the short run. However, some trips are likely to 
be more responsive to public policy; we have focussed our 
initial analysis on a specific trip type, the weekend trip. 
In the following section, we discuss the weekend trip and 
the characteristics which policy makers can address to 
effect a modal redistribution. 
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II. WEEKEND TRAVEL 

A. TRIP PURPOSE 

According to the 1977 National Travel Survey (Pr-elim
inary), almost 31 million households took weekend trips dur
ing the first three months of that year. Since this survey 
omits all trips under 100 miles in length, even these most 
recent data could underestimate the total number of weekend 
trips. Weekend travel represents about 40% of all trips 
over 100 miles taken in the United States; this percentage 
breakdown has remained approximately the same since 1972. 

Of all weekend travel, the main ouroose of the trip 
was: 

visit friends/ 
relatives 

outdoor recreation 
entertainment 
sightseeing 

% 
48.8 business/conventions 

1 4 • 6 
9. 3 
2. 6 

personal/family affairs 
shopping/medical 
other 

% 
7.5 

9.7 
1 • 1 
4.5 

If visits to friends and relatives are included, then 
fully 75% of all weekend trips are devoted to leisure and 
recreation. If we omit such visits, then recreational 
travel accounts for 26.5% of all weekend trips. However, 
this data could be biased downward because of the time of 
year during which they were collected (January-March 1977). 
For example, other sources have indicated that recreational 
travel could represent as much as 33% of total weekend trips 
(Mehra 1975:3). The 7% difference could be due to the 
inclement weather of the early months. 

B. TRIP ACTIVITIES 

On weekend trips, the activities in which people 
engaged were: 

% 
museums/historic areas/ 16.9 

national parks 
swimming 
hiking/walking 
ice/snow activities 
boa tin&/ sailing 

3.7 
1 0. 0 
11.5 
2.0 

% 
fairs/concerts/sports 20.7 

events 
picnicking 
camping 
outdoor 
fishing 
other 

games/sports 

4.7 
3.7 
6.7 
4.9 

1 4. 5 

It is again possible that the seasonality of the data 
has affected the above results. Differentiating among 
activities is important because the type of activity which 
occurs at a site can affect visitors' choice of transporta
tion mode. For example, hikers may be more likely to ride 
buses than are beach visitors. This may be due to the 
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buses' lack of storage space - an inconvenience for people 
travelling with towels, bathing suits, beach toys, etc. to 
the shore- and perhaps to the fact that the hiker enjoys the 
opportunity of being picked up and dropped off by a bus at 
different spots along the hike (Goodrich and Solnit 
1975;11-12). Therefore, policies promoting the use of com
mon carriers should be aimed at activities requiring minimal 
equipment. Policies should also focus on activities like 
skiing which attract people from large metropolitan areas to 
a specific site and require little travel at the site. 

C. MODAL CHOICE AND VEHICLE OCCUPANCY 

While travelling on weekends, the modal split 
broke out to: 

auto 
truck 
airplane 

% 
77.3 

9.8 
6. 5 

bus 
train 
other 

% 
4.0 
1 • 0 
0. 3 

It is likely that the car is used more to give flexi
bility in timing and routes than to extend the distance 
travelled. A person can come and go when it is most con
venient, selecting a route that is scenic, speedy, close to 
accommodations, etc. In addition, the automobile offers the 
recreationist mobility at the destination. Local, on-site 
mobility is a crucial factor for several reasons. One is 
the need to carry heavy or cumbersome baggage and equipment 
around the recreational area. It is also important for a 
person at a resort or camp several miles from shopping, med
ical or other facilities. 

Vehicle occuoancy for weekend trips and recreational 
travel tends to be 33% greater on the average, than for all 
other trip purposes (Mehra 1975:5). The average vehicle 
occupancy for outdoor recreational travel was 3.06 persons 
per vehicle. However, vehicle occupancy does vary depending 
on the type of recreational area and the distance travelled. 
For example, the lowest occupancy (2.87 people per vehicle) 
seems to occur at predominantly day-use, water-oriented 
sites, while the highest occupancies (3.~1 people per vehi
cle) occurred at scenic areas of national reputation and 
catering to families. Also, the occupancy rate generally 
increased as did the distance travelled (Pigman 1972:4). 

This may suggest that public policy should focus on 
certain types of trips to encourage transit use: for exam
ple, the shorter weekend recreational trip (specifically to 
areas proximate to SMSA's), trips to water-oriented sites, 
or for particular activities (e.g., ski trips). a~ family 
trips, with their higher vehicle occupancies, the car is an 
energy-efficient form of transportation. 
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D. CHANGES IN WEEKEND TRAVEL 

The modal choice for weekend travel has been changing 
slightly: 

1972 1974 
% % 

auto/truck 88.9 88.6 
air 7. 2 6.3 
bus 2.7 4 • 1 
train 0.4 n.a. 

1977 
% 

87. 1 
6. 5 
4.0 
1.0 

1972-77 
% Change 

-1.3 
-0.7 
+ 1 • 3 
+0.6 

Although the auto is still the overwhelming favorite 
for weekend trips, its use as a percentage of total travel 
has been declining slightly since 1972. Th~ use of buses 
and trains increased a bit, although these two modes 
together only account for 5% of all weekend trips. This may 
be true because common carriers such as rail and bus only 
meet the transportation needs of the weekend traveller. In 
contrast, the automobile serves other functions as well. 
Most people do llQ1 travel to penetrate the countryside or 
the solitary wilderness. They want to remain close to the 
safety, comfort, and shelter of their cars (Maude 1971:73). 
A pleasant view and a place to picnic are what are necessary 
and desired. This means that the car is more than a travel 
vehicle but also a means of storage and shelter. Thus, pol
icies to lure people out of their cars for weekend travel 
will have to provide more than another form of transporta
tion. 

III. THE FLOWCHART: DECISION-MAKING FOR THE RECREATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE 

A. AN AID TO POLICY DESIGNERS 

The diagrams, Figures 1 and 2, provide a tool to view 
the recreational experience in its entirety. The recrea
tional experience is represented as a system: a set of major 
components and their interrelationships. The relationships 
examined depend on the particular problem at hand an on the 
interest of the policymaker. By depicting the recreational 
system, both in its internal linkages as well as the 

environment which affects it, we note some components that 
DOE policy makers could affect without altering the entire 
socioeconomic and political framework of the country. 

The flowchart, Figure 2, can aid decision-makers in a 
variety of ways: 

1) It may help planners in other agencies design 
recreational sites which encourage travellers to use an 
energy-efficient transportation system. 
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2) It may illuminate some factors policy makers need 
to consider if their objective is to restrict automo
bile use for recreational travel. 
3) It may suggest the recreational groups (and their 
particular needs) that must be served by transit 
because they have no modal alternatives. 
4) It may help decision-makers evaluate the effective
ness of a particular policy design. 

This analysis seeks to determine which components of 
the system could be altered to achieve a greater balance 
between the automobile and other modes for recreational 
travel. Through the flowchart, Figure 2, it develops an 
informational strategy for recreationists so that transit 
will become a "real alternative" to the automobile for lei
sure trips. The transit trip is defined as one made by bus, 
rail, or ferry boat or by automobile with a transfer to/from 
one or more of the above modes (Goodrich and Solnit 
1975:54). 

B. THE ORIENTATION OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

There has not been much research on transit use for 
recreational travel. Most recreational travel studies have 
focussed on such factors as travel characteristics (time or 
cost), attributes of the traveller (income or auto owner
ship) and the attributes of the site (leisure activities or 
relative attractiveness). Those studies can be grouped into 
four categories: site-specific descriptive or inventory stu
dies, behavioral studies, econometric models and travel 
models often premised on the work trip (Teal 1976:3-9). 
Many of these models are of limited usefulness, because they 
simplified the system such that important components and 
relationships were eliminated. 

Several researchers believe that the major obstacle to 
understanding recreation and tourism is the lack of 
knowledge on user preferences. The peculiarities of recrea
tional travel and its causes have to be better understood 
before models predicting recreational travel can be used to 
evaluate the impact of transportation and recreation poli
cies on the public, the natural resource base and the 
recreation and transportation facilities (O'Rourke 
1974:146). The individual's motivation for and perception 
of recreational resources utlimately determines trip direc
tion, distance, frequency and length. 

C. FOCUS OF THIS INVESTIGATION: USER'S DECISIONS 

We suggest that the selection of a travel mode requires 
a choice by the recreationist. In order to develop a more 
balanced recreational transportation system, public policy 
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should also stress the user of that 
description of the system focuses on 
decides to adopt a new mode of travel. 

system. 
the way 

Our own 
the user 

The system depicted in Figures 1 and 2 is based on 
research by Marion Clawson and Jack Knetsch (1963) for 
Resources for the Future. They have divided the recrea
tional experience into five phases: 

1) planning or anticipation 
2) travel to the recreational site 
3) recreation on the site 
4) travel from the recreational site 
5) recollection 

D. THE FIVE PHASES OF THE RECREATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

1. PLANNING OR ANTICIPATION is the first phase. The 
family or travelling group decides where and when to go, 
what mode to use, who will go, where and how long to stay, 
what to do, and what route to follow. These decisions are 
listed in order of their importance (National Advertising 
Company 1972:9). Other major considerations of each deci
sion include how much the family can afford to spend and 
what equipment and supplies are necessary. This phase typi
cally occurs within the recretionist's own home, with the 
resources available there. Many of the choices made at this 
point are tentative, but much of the trip's major framework 
will be laid out somewhat in advance. More detailed plan
ning will occur later, depending on the duration of the 
trip. For example, for a weekend trip to the regional park, 
one might not write away for trail maps, whereas this might 
be necessary for the two week vacation to a national park. 

2. TRAVEL TO the recreation site is the second major 
phase. Nearly all outdoor recreation involves travel to the 
site. It is not uncommon to spend as much time travelling 
to an area as will later be spent relaxing there. Travel 
costs are frequently some of the highest trip costs. Travel 
may account for between 25% and 40% of the total trip cost, 
yet travellers are often unable to estimate trip costs accu
rately. While travel is often an enjoyable portion of the 
trip, travel time is a critical variable in the selection of 
a mode and route. The final choice of route is often made 
as the trip progresses and depends on particular activities 
in which the group wishes to engage along the way. 

3. ON SITE experiences are the portion of the trip 
most often associated with "recreation". The activities 

undertaken here and the amount of time devoted to them usu
ally provide the basic purpose for the entire trip. The 
accommodations and services available and the transportation 
around the site are also important factors affecting deci
sions made for this part of the recreational experience. 
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4. TRAVEL FROM is the fourth major phase in the 
experience. The end point is the same as the origin of the 
"travel to" phase, but the route and time spent in transit 
may vary considerably. The kinds of activities engaged in 
and the type of services the group may desire or can afford 
often differ greatly on the return trip. 

5. RECOLLECTION is the final phase in the recreation 
experience. Policymakers should not ignore this phase, 
since recollection generally forms the basis for planning 
and making decisions for the next recreational experience. 
The traveller can receive certain information which may not 
be worthwhile during this trip, but which he/she could 
incorporate into the next one, (e.g., the availability of a 
shuttle bus on the recreation site). 

E. THE SYSTEM 

The flowchart, Figure 2, is divided horizontally into 
these five phases. Each phase incorporates a number of 
decisions which must be resolved before the next phase can 
be entered. The vertical divisions represent the factors 
influencing each decision and the actors who somehow affect 
these factors (e.g., direct provision, regulation). 

INFORMATION: Information is written or verbal communi
cations which both inform the recreationist once at the site 

and persuade him/her to visit a place, select a travel mode, 
pick a travel route,· etc. (Teal 1976:4-10). Eleven infor
mation sources have been identified, as indicated by the 
eleven compartments of each box. At each decision point, 

some of the compartments will be blank, as not all informa
tion sources are utilized. This representation points out 
which information sources are most utilized or where there 
may be gaps in the flow of information. 

CONSTRAINTS: The constraining factors are also con
tained in a box and include institutional arrangements, 
resource availability, economic realities, personal family 
situations, etc. These are factors that might prevent the 
recreationist from freely chasing certain travel options. 

CRITERIA: This box reveals the factors which travell-
ers consider at various phases of the recreational experi
ence. Decisions on criteria enable travellers to tailor 
their trips to their particular needs. 

ACTORS: Lines connect each of the boxes to the primary 
actors involved. The actors are enclosed in circles to dis
tinguish them from factors. 
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F. THE ENVIRONMENT 

The recreational system depicted in the flowcharts 
_hould be understood in the context of the environment in 
~hich it has and is still developing. The environment 
includes factors that are revelant to the recreational 
experience, such as the location of highways,but which 
specific actions within the recreational system cannot 
affect very much. 

SOCIAL TRENDS: Recreational experiences are con-
strained and molded by cultural trends. Recreational pat
terns are changing as leisure time and discretionary income 
increase. For example, the rising use of recreational vehi
cles and camping equipment means that more people are going 
to distant park areas for their recreational experiences. 

LOCATION: The general socioeconomic system is respon
sible for the location of many recreational areas and their 
support facilities. These are governed by essentially the 
same laws which determine the location of any business. The 
design of the automobile and the availability of alternative 
modes of transportation can also be attributed to this sys
tem. Decisions on travel modes among locations are often 
based on the profit motive for the carrier rather than effi
cient transportation for the traveller. 

INFRASTRUCTURE: The physical infrastructure which sup
ports the travel industry, such as highways, railroads and 
airports, is located to meet needs other than those of 
recreational travel. Public policy has tended to plan, 
develop and maintain regional transportation networks to 
accommodate the commute or commercial transport trip. These 
networks may serve other travel needs, sometimes badly and 
sometimes well. The available infrastructure often deter
mines what mode a traveller may chose and forecloses other 
options. 

POLICY OR REGULATION: The government intervenes 
through various agencies in the setting of transportation 
rates, placement of holidays, acquisition of recreational 
facilities or scenic areas, the regulation of common car
riers, etc. It is often fragmented and works with contrad
ictory purposes. The 'policy or regulatory decisions are 
often not made in light of energy consumption or recrea
tional needs. For example, not until 1962 did national 
recreational policy begin to consider acquiring land near 
metropolitan areas where recreational demand was highest. 
Up to that time, recreational policies had emphasized remote 
wilderness experiences. The Outdoor Recreation Resources 
Review Commission's report was the first indicator of need 
for recreational areas on the outskirts of urban centers. 
(Goodrich and Solnit 1975:28-29). 
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NATURAL FACTORS: These are probably the most elusive 
factors for policy designers. For example, a certain amount 
of transportation energy will be consumed in recreational 
travel to distant sites. Since policy makers can do nothing 
about the location of the site, their emphasis should be on 
making this travel as energy efficient as possible. 

IV. POLICY DEVELOPMENT FOR PHASE 1 "PLANNING THE TRIP" 

With the aid of the flowchart, Figure 2, we have exam
ined the recreational system to understand why the present 
modal distribution in weekend recreational travel exists. 
We have identified which aspects of the system need to be 
addressed to alter the modal distribution, increase the use 
of public conveyances, and thus conserve some of the energy 
consumed in recreational travel. In the text, underlined 
items refer to factors identified on the flowchart. The 
underlining should assist the reader in following both the 
text and the flowchart. 

Our analysis revealed that information flow is a very 
weak link in the decision to use or not to use transit for 
recreational trips. The information system appears to be 
biased to push people to a certain modal choice - the 
private automobile. Although deficiencies in the informa
tion system are obviously not the only reason why people 
tend to drive to recreational areas, the gaps are serious 
enough to merit remedial action. For example, the Golden 
Gate Recreational Travel Survey found that the most powerful 
factor affecting transit patronage is the knowledge recrea
tionists have about the system and the service 
(Goodrich/Solnit 1975:14) Consequently, our policy stra
tegies will deal with strengthening the information system. 

A. INFORMATION PROBLEMS CONCERNING MODAL CHOICE 

1. Occurrence of the Modal Decision in the System 

An examination of this phase of the recreational 
experience reveals that the "how to go" decision (i.e., what 
mode to take) is made after two other major decisions, 
"where to go" and "when to go" (National Advertising Company 
1972:9). These first two decisions may determine the modal 
choice for the recreational trip and possibly eliminate 
transit as an option. For example, the recreationist may 
select a weekend destination to which transit does not have 
access or he/she may pick a departure time not consistent 
with transit scheduling. 

This suggests that information on alternatives to the 

: 
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auto be made available at these early decision points, even 
if people do not solicit it directly. Prior to a recrea
tional trip, most people do seek out information (National 
Advertising Company 1972:14). Even for short trips, between 
60-75% of recreationists plan their trip a day or mor.e in 
advance (Economic Research Associates 1975:49). They are 
especially interested in "hard copy" material such as .I2.ru!!=. 
phlets, brochures, and ·~ for trip planning (Economic 
Research Associates 1975:26). 

2. Orientation of the Information Source 

Why isn't transit information generally available at 
this stage of the trip? A closer look at Figure 2 reveals 
that the primary sources of information for the "where" and 
"when" decisions (information level) are not geared toward 
enhancing transit use. 

Despite their desires for written material, most people 
turn to !xiends ~ relatives as their main source of 
recreational information (National Advertising Company 
1970:3; Economic Research Associates 1975:25). While 
friends may be aware of recreational transit, they do not 
have the necessary information (routes, timetables, costs) 
to sway the modal choices. 

For those who do obtain written material, little detail 
on tra4sit possibilities is available. Yet, if transit 
nformation were included with recreational promotional 

material, it would rea~h people when their decisions were 
fluid and more susceptible to suggestions. Even if recrea
tionists chose not to use transit for that particular trip, 
the information would still be available for the next one. 

The second most important source of information for the 
"where to go" trip is ~ (National Advertising Company 
1972:14), which are biased toward auto travel, since they 
rarely indicate anything more than how the road network con
nects points of interest. As some of the major suppliers of 
maps are the motoring clubs, such as AAA, they are not 
likely to promote any other travel mode (Teal 1976:10). 
This same gap is also present in many guide books, ~ 
ohures, and pamphlets: they have information on the site 
itself, but access information is limited to maps of the 
nearby roads and highways. Once again, the problem may lie 
in the bias or ignorance of the information suppliers. 
~~ agents are one of the prime sources of recreational 
information, yet they do not normally arrange transportation 
on buses or trains, except for Amtrak, since these organiza
tions will not pay for their services. The agents must rely 
on the material that is available to them, and the alterna
tive transportation services are often not part of this net
work (Teal 1976:6-9). Since travel agents rely on return 
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customers and word of mouth advertisng, they want to ensure 
a pleasant travel experience. The agent may thus recommend 
a rental automobile over public transit since the latter is 
traditionally unreliable, infrequent, etc. (T~al 1976:6-9). 

Public agencies which manage recreational sites, such 
as the National ~ Service, have traditionally overlooked 
what goes on outside their boundaries (Edward Sullivan, 
8/18/78) and are frequently unaware of transit opportunities 
to their area. Pamohlets and brochures supplied by both 
federal and state park systems provide the little travel 
information other than a small map of the access roads to 
the site. Even if transit services are mentioned, route and 
time schedules are rarely supplied, nor are t~ansit tele
phone numbers provided (Hough,at Golden Gate Transit Author-
ity 8/17/78). . 

Only at the third decision point ("how to go"), do 
transit operators begin to influence the planning phase of 
the recreational trip. Even if transit has not been elim
inated as a modal choice, there are still problems in relay
ing transit information to the recreationist. The first 
difficulty is that transit information and tickets are gen
erally available only from the transit onerators themselves 
and not, for example, from travel agencies. Transit opera
tors often do not advertise in the travel sections Qf news
papers Q.r. magazines. This lack of publicity forces recrea
tionists to write or call for information, which can be a 
problem. People have little idea of where to write or call, 
and the effort involved in obtaining addresses and telephone 
numbers can prove to be too difficult (National Advertising 
Company 1972:17). The time delay involved in obtaining 
information may deter people from soliciting it, particu
larly for the short weekend trip. 

Transit companies often fail to emphasize the trip as 
part of the recreational experience. ~ (criteria level) is 
the principal purpose of any recreation trip, yet most tran
~ operators --except for the charter groups and tour 
companies-- do not promote themselves as a pleasant and 
relaxing way to travel. The market for recreational transit 
might increase if common carriers adopted some of the 
advertising and promotional techniques of the ~ Qperators 
(Golden Gate Recreational Travel Study, December 1974:A-14). 
Instead, they tend to emphasize~ costs, rather than~ 
.f...Qtl, convenience, .!Lducational opportunities, sightseeing, 
(criteria level) etc. Although ~is obviously a very 
important factor, the others are also crucial variables in 
the level of service provided by long distance transporta
tion (Smith 1977:17). 
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3. Interface With Other Decisions 

The next information gaps occur at the decision points 
"Activities to See and Do" and "Accommodations". Recrea
tionists prefer the private automobile for travel because it 
offers the most mobility and flexibility (criteria and con
straints level) at the destination (Opinion Research Cor
poration 1962:28; Economic Research Associates 1975:23; 
Smith 1977:14). People do not know how they will travel 
around the site once they get there, nor of what the 
"requirements" of the recreational experience will be: 
n'ecessary clothing and shoes, available ..t:.Q.QQ and other ~ 
sonal services, weather conditions, recreational equipment 
(criteria and constraint level). People travel in a car 
because it allows them to carry along all of the above, 
whether it is needed or not. Taking the bus requires more 
planning and preparation for the recreational activity. 
Informing people as to what they will need at the recrea
tional area and what is provided (e.g., shuttle bus, bicycle 
rental) help offset the auto's perceived flexibility 
(Economic Research Associates 1975:22). 

The search for accommodations represents another oppor
tunity, thus far relatively unutilized, for the dissemina
tion of transit information, in terms of both "travel to" 
and "at the site". People must often make reservations in 
advance at campgrounds, motels, ski facilities, etc. Tran
sit information could be provided to the recreationist when 
he/she is at the point of making these other decisions. 
Discounts could be available which link travel modes with 
accommodations. 

V. OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES FOR "PLANNING THE TRIP" 

A. CREATE AND/OR STRENGTHEN LINKS BETWEEN TRANSIT 
INFORMATION AND THAT OF OTHER RECREATIONAL SOURCES 

This objective speaks to the need for injecting transit 
information early in the recreational planning process. Its 
purposes are to affect those actors which are presently 
biasing the information system away from transit and to 
insert transit operators as a major actor at an earlier 
decision point. 

1. Information Systems Using Personal Sources 

Since friends and relatives are the primary sources of 
information, transit operators should design information 
systems which emphasize and utilize these personal sources. 
This could include: 
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a) Stimulating direct face-to-face contact with 
potential recreatioriists as well as citizen participa
tion. These are among the most effective methods for 
distributing information about alternative transporta
tion systems (Economic Research Associates 1975:144). 
These include publ~c workshops and speaker programs, 
which tend to have more impact if they are channeled 
through existing public interest groups, such as con
servation and/or neighborhood organizations. 
b) Making pamphlets, flyers and brochures on transit 
opportunities available at public places. Distribution 
sites could include the park entrances as well as 
libraries, schools, and neighborhood commercial areas, 
such as supermarkets. Ideally, people would pass them 
on to family and friends. 
c) Generating more transit publicity in newspapers 
uuch as feature articles on recreational areas. About 
20% of recreationists use newspapers, particularly the 
Sunday travel section, as a source of information on 
"where to go" (Natonal Advertising Corporation 1972:8). 

PRIMARY ACTOR: Transit operators will have to increase 
the scope of their current marketing efforts. This may 
include hiring additional personnel to act as a liaison 
between the transit company and local public interest groups 
and local media. Increased printing and distribution of 
promotional materials may also be necessary. 

2. Coordination Between Recreation and Transit 
Agencies 

Since pubiic agencies often manage recreational sites, 
there should be more coordination and contact between them 
and transit operators. The National Park Service, for exam
ple, should enlarge the scope of its responsibility to 
include: 

a) assuring that all park brochures contain informa
tion on transit. 
b) planning access for and coordinating on-site travel 
modes (e.g., park shuttle) with local transit. 
c) supplying as much information as possible about the 
site, so recreationrSts will not feel so compelled to 
maximize their flexibility by travelling in an automo
bile. 

PRIMARY ACTOR: Public recreational agencies will 
to increase their coordination with transit agencies. 
may entail retaining a transportation planner for 
staff. 

have 
This 

their 
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3. Joint Information Diss~mination 

Much supplemental information on recreational activi
ties is available· through a variety of sources, including 
media. The travel industry alone encompasses· five sectors: 
transportation, food/beverage, lodging, 
entertainment/attractions, and goods and services. This 
represents a variety of actors with whom transit operators 
could enter into formal agreements to disseminate promo
tional materials or to organize other "package deals". For 
example: 

a) ski reports are often aired on the radio or tele
phone; one sentence could mention transit access to the 
site. 
b) back packers and hikers must often purchase some 
equipment before a trip and transit information could 
be available at these stores. 
c) chambers of commerce or tourist councils could 
include transit schedules (both to and on the site) 
when they receive requests for tourist information. 
d) hotels and motels could send out transit informa
tion when they take reservations. 
e) transit tickets could be part of a recreational 

"bundle" purchased by tourists (e.g., transit tickets 
included in the price of ski lift tickets, restaurant 
meals, shopping purchases). 

PRIMARY ACTOR: Transit operators, chambers of com
merce, retail outlets for recreational equipment, food and 
lodging sector, recreation industry, etc. Transit operators 
will be primarily responsible for contacting the various 
actors in the recreational travel industry. Each transit 
operator will have to seek out the appropriate agents 
located in the recreational area. 

B. DESIGN A CENTRALIZED SYSTEM OF RECREATION/TRANSIT INFOR
MATION 

The transit information gap is not eliminated by multi
plying the number of information sources. Simplifying the 
communication procedure and bringing the various actors 
together is also necessary. First of all, individuals may 
not be aware of the large variety of information sources. 
Secondly, individuals are reluctant to use many sources for 
recreational information but are more willing to use a sin
gle source (Economic Research Associates 1975:133). Con
tacting multiple sources is time-consuming and involves 
locating many different addresses and telephone numbers. In 
particular, obtaining information on transit may be a low 
priority. Centralizing the information system encourages 
more people to plan their weekend trips and makes it easier 
for them to learn about recreational transit opportunities. 
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1. Central Information Address 

In a survey of recreational travellers, 90% of the 
respondents indicated that a central and well-known address 
for recreational information would encourage them to write 
ahead of time (National Advertising Company 1972:16). A 
strong emphasis on transit availability would be necessary 
to attract people's attention and have them begin consider-

ing alternatives to the car. The information system could 
be organized either in terms of: 

a) geographic location - i.e. what recreational oppor
tunities are there around a p,artic ular city or metro
politan area and what travel options are available. 
The information on transit should be as detailed as 
possible, emphasizing costs and any special features 
(group rates, educational lectures, storage for recrea
tional equipment); or 
b) weekend activity - i.e. where are the skiing or 
hiking/camping sites and what are the travel options to 
them. 

PRIMARY ACTORS: Transit operators, chambers of com
merce, the food and lodging industry, private recreation 
entrepreneurs, federal, state, and local government, etc. 
The multitude of actors and the complexity of the task sug
gest that the federal govermnment initiate policy implemen
tation, albeit on a limited basis. The federal government 
should probably confine its efforts to public recreational 
sites so as not to infringe on the activities of private 
entrepreneurs, such as travel agents. 

2. Toll-Free Telephone Number 

A central telphone number might be more effective than 
a commmon address since it could be used for last-minute 
planning (Economic Research Associates 1975:140). Like the 
address, however, the telephone system could also be organ
ized around either geographic location or weekend activity. 
A acronym telephone number, such as WEEKEND or FUNTRIP, 
would be ideal. Some components of this system might be: 

a) an information package, describing the recreation 
area or activity site requested as well as available 
transit options. A trip planning map indicating tran
sit routes from the individual's home to the recreati
nal site could be mailed upon request. 
b) telephone inquiries for specific information on, 
for example, weather conditions, travel time, fees, or 
possibility of joining a tour could also be handled. 
c) promotion of transit usage by stressing the nega
tive aspects of automobile travel: crowded access 
roads, lack of parking, environmental impacts, hazar
dous road conditions, etc. 
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PRIMARY ACTOR: Same as above. 

C. STRESS TRANSIT'S RECREATIONAL POTENTIAL IN THE 
INFORMATION AND MARKETING SYSTEMS 

The function of a transportation system is to carry 
people from one place to another in the minimum time compa
tible with reasonable cost and convenience. Typically, 
transit operators have a great deal of experience in this 
area but have little "recreation" experience. In recrea
tional experiences, travel time is often of little impor
tance if the journey itself is "fun" (Great Britain Country
side Commission 1974:14). For the recreationist, travel 
time can be mitigated by a variety of factors: the scenic 
quality of the trip, the fun value of the trip when travel
ling with a group of friends, or the ride itself, such as a 
trip on the train or ferry (Goodrich/Solnit 1975:7-9). The 
transit operator should consider these special factors when 
promoting its services. 

1. Market Segmentation 

Transit operators should adopt a market segmentation 
approach in their efforts to promote themselves for recrea
tional travel. This could mean: 

a) by population group (the elderly, ethnic minori
ties), thus enabling transit operators to structure 
information, recreation, and transportation programs to 
meet the specific needs and desires of an identified 
group. The trip becomes more appealing to this group 
since it is "planned" for them. This approach should 
stress such factors as: compatibility of passengers (no 
elderly with children); educational interests (lectures 
on history, wildlife, current events); en-route enter
tainment (music and games); and route and time schedul
ing (locate near tourist hotel areas). 
b) by activity (skiing, hiking), thus enabling transit 
operators to structure the program to match the 
features of an identifiable recreational activity. 
Special aspects might involve: weather and topographic 
conditions and information on evening entertainment and 
special events. Such a program would allow transit 
operators to narrow their marketing efforts to a very 
well-defined and well-patronized trip. 

PRIMARY ACTOR: 
entrepreneurs, 
groups, etc. 

Transit operator, local recreational 
special interest organizations, civic 
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2. Emphasize Enjoyment 

Media campaigns should emphasize the "fun" aspects of 
the trip. This could involve: 

a) focusing on factors such as trip comfort and in
transit entertainment issues the airline industry has 
recognized for years. The specific techniques utilized 
will depend on the criteria of "fun" that specific user 
groups have. These are discussed above. 
b) newspaper coverage and brochures should highlight 
modes that are viewed as part of the recreation experi
ence itself and thus mitigate travel time. Such modes 
include ferries that may connect with auto routes. 
Emphasis should also be placed on unusual transport 
systems that provide access to places not easily 
reached by other means. This might serve to shift 
trips from automobile-oriented sites. 

PRIMARY ACTOR: Transit operators, newspapers and maga
zines, advertisng companies. 
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